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Behind the scenes on location with Headlines 
Productions (Coffs Harbour), who work 
nationally and internationally creating content 
for television and online. Photo: Russel Pell.
Contrary to the view that the creative workforce is shrinking, 
a decade of detailed research by the ARC Centre of Excellence 
for Creative Industries and Innovation (CCI) shows that the 
number of workers in creative occupations is growing strongly, 
and that these workers are spread right across the whole 
economy. Furthermore, these occupations can be thought of as 
a ‘creative fulcrum’ for innovations that leverage competitiveness 
in all sectors, and create positive job spirals that stimulate 
opportunities for many other occupation categories.
// Greg Hearn
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A taxonomy of creative work
The industry segments that are generally agreed to define the creative industries 
are architecture, design and visual arts; music and the performing arts; film, radio 
and television; writing and publishing; advertising and marketing; and software 
and digital content. High-level categories of creative occupations also use these 
descriptors, but the Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of 
Occupations (ANZSCO) provides many more fine-grained occupational descriptions. 
Table 5.1 at the end of this chapter shows these more detailed descriptions of 
creative occupations to provide a richer picture of which occupations we are 
talking about here. These detailed occupations also allow us disaggregate and 
track economic activity recorded in industry segments. Conversely, aggregating up, 
these creative occupations can be segmented into two groups: cultural production 
occupations and creative services occupations (see Figure 5.1). Cultural production 
occupations are concerned with producing cultural goods for consumers; whilst 
creative services occupations typically provide services to other companies.
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However, all the occupations in these categories are not solely found in the creative 
industries; they are also deployed across all industry sectors, often creating new 
services and products, as Stuart Cunningham and Peter Higgs observed in their 
article, ‘Measuring Creative Employment: Implications for Innovation Policy’ (2009). 
As CCI research has shown, there is an increasingly large number of creative workers 
embedded in industries beyond the core creative industries, for example, in 
manufacturing, health, banking and mining.
A 2009 New Zealand study by Grant Andrews, John Yeabsley and Peter Higgs found 
that the number of creatives employed varies a lot by industry sector. It ranged from 
less than 1 per cent in agriculture, accommodation and transport services, through to 
over 4 per cent in wholesale trade, financial and insurance services, public 
administration and utilities. Ben Goldsmith, in his work on embedded digital 
Figure 5.1  
CCI taxonomy of 
cultural production 
and creative service 
occupations
By comparing 2006 and 2011 ANZSCO Australian data for this taxonomy 
(Figure 5.3), we are able to tell a story both about the size of the workforce in 
these segments as well as how rapidly it has been growing. As can be seen, 
creative occupations are growing at a notable rate for the country as a whole  
(see also Bernard Salt’s article ‘The great barista shift tells workforce story’,  
The Australian, April 4 2013). By far, the largest segment of creative occupations 
comprises creative service workers embedded in other industry sectors. This 
segment of the creative workforce has been growing, on average, at 2.5 per cent 
per year throughout the 2006–2011 timeframe.
creativities, found that in Australia the finance industry was the largest employer 
of creative digital workers. Hence the term ‘creative fulcrum’ in the title of this 
chapter. Creative workers make great films and come up with amazing designs.  
But when this creativity is leveraged in other industry sectors, the impact for 
growth in creative employment more than doubles. According to Enrico Moretti  
in his book The New Geography of Jobs (2012), as these other sectors become 
more innovative and globally competitive, the impact on support/services jobs for 
the creative class is a five to one multiplier.
From CCI research we know creative occupations reside in one of four sectors  
of a creative workforce quadrant (see Figure 5.2). Cultural production jobs in the 
creative industries are primarily concerned with creating cultural consumption  
for the end consumer (B to C). Creative services firms typically involve business-
to-business (B to B) contracting in design, marketing or digital content. The 
deployment of creative occupations in other sectors of the economy is primarily  
to provide in-house creative functions, or perhaps, manage or source these 
functions from external providers.
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Figure 5.2  
The creative 
workforce quadrant 
(Source: CCI)
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Employees in creative occupations within creative services companies are the 
second biggest in size (at 92,205) and are growing fastest at an annual average of 
4.5 per cent. The cultural production workforce, contrary to some accounts, also 
grew to 56,779, at a rate of 2.7 per cent per year. In the final segment of the creative 
workforce quadrant are cultural production workers employed in other industry 
sectors. This segment is comparatively small, but still represents about 10 per cent 
of creative jobs and has been stable throughout this census period. About 30 per 
cent of employment in this category comes from occupations involved in publishing 
specialist knowledge for particular industries, such as health or agriculture. Artist 
educators are another category of occupation in this group.
Figure 5.3  
Size (2011) and per annum 
growth rates (2006–2011) 
of workers in creative 
occupations in the creative 
workforce quadrant
(Source: CCI/ABS)
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A creative workforce of nearly 300,000 is a significant contribution to national 
employment when compared with the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) top 
10 categories of employment (Table 5.2). Granted, we are referring to a more general 
categorisation, but surprisingly, there are more creative workers than nurses, truck 
drivers, accountants and primary school teachers. At a similar level of aggregation, 
the 57,000 cultural production workers in the creative industries are a larger cohort 
than the 53,000 general practitioners. Moreover, the largest category of workers 
in Australia—which is not included in the creative workforce quadrant—comprises 
around 511,000 retail sales assistants, many of whom quite explicitly work at the 
coalface of cultural consumption. This includes retailers in fashion, luxury goods 
and, arguably, any product or service for which style, experience, brand or cultural 
expression is a component of the service. If these workers were included, the size of 
the creative workforce might in fact be much larger. With retailing rapidly digitising, 
the occupation of retail assistant will need to adapt or become extinct. More 
involvement with digital content or the cultural experience of products could see 
new categories of work evolve that are part of the creative economy workforce.
Table 5.2  
The 10 most numerous occupations in Australia 
(Source: Australian Jobs 2013)
Sales Assistants 511,000
Nurses 241,000
Managers Retail 227,000
Clerks general 216,000
Receptionists 190,000
Truck drivers 184,000
Accountants 169,000
Commercial cleaners 167,000
Primary School teachers 155,000
Accounting clerks 155,000
 
Note: The data in Table 5.2 is from November 2012, but is of the same order of magnitude as 2011 
census data.
In addition to the size of the employment categories in the quadrant, we can  
make some comment on their growth rates from 2006 to 2011. Creative jobs  
have displayed a growth rate of 2.5 to 4.5 per cent per year in the three main 
quadrants of the creative workforce. Although this is not the strongest category  
of employment growth in Australia, it is still notable, especially if support workers 
in creative firms are also considered. While creative employment grew, a number 
of important employment categories declined in Australia within the same 
timeframe, such as manufacturing. In addition, many of the fastest growing 
occupations outside of creative employment were in low-paid services work.
For example, in 2013, in his article in The Australian, demographer Bernard 
Salt describes Australia’s employment change during this period as ‘the great 
barista shift’, pointing out that approximately 8000 metal engineering process 
workers disappeared, but 13,000 baristas materialised. In general, industrial jobs 
have declined, while clerical, caring and managing jobs have increased. Those 
industrial jobs lost were higher paid and male dominated compared with the newer 
services jobs, which tend to be part-time and female dominated. Significantly, 
the occupation that increased most in the period in question was that of a carer, 
with an increase of 31,000 workers. This is almost the exact number of creative 
services jobs created across the economy. However, it could be argued that 
creative services jobs are more integrated with innovation in the economy and, 
thus, more important economically than either baristas or carers. In fact, the 
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evolving transitions of the Australian workforce are really a textbook case of the 
decrease of employment in agriculture and manufacturing, and the increase of 
services (tertiary activities) and the quaternary or knowledge sector, including  
media and culture (Figure 5.4)
Nevertheless, as noted in the 2012 federal government report Smarter Manufacturing 
for a Smarter Australia, deploying creatives in traditional sectors has the potential to 
slow the job decline in manufacturing, for example, through trends such as:
– blurred boundaries between manufacturing and service solutions
– transition from mass production to mass customisation
– personalisation of products and services
– transformative opportunities in digital manufacturing.
Equally, there are opportunities to value-add in the agricultural sector.
Describing the four quadrants
Over and above the numerical realities of the creative workforce quadrants, it is 
important to consider what is actually going on in each one (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 
The Four-Sector Model 
of the Economy 
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Creating a narrative of 
the creative workforce 
quadrant
Figure 5.5 encapsulates the following narrative sketches:
1. Cultural Production Heartland
– Undergoing digital transformation in skills and structure of employing 
companies: digitalising of traditional professions is the dominant contributor to 
this growth
– Source of training in core disciplines
– Traditional oversupply of employee entrants—therefore casual employee/
volunteer/intern issues
– Questions of precarity often raised and some evidence for this
– A range of factors compensate for wage differentials
2. Creative Services Boomtown
– Mainly small or medium enterprises
– Growth of digital advertising is a strong example
– This sector may be subject to cyclical trends in outsourcing, which are in 
turn related to competitive pressures in both the labour market for creatives as 
well as pressure on costs in a sector
– Focus on creative processes more than embedded processes
– Less evidence of precarity (but claims are sometimes made)
3. The Connectors
– Embedded creatives connect the creative professions to the more powerful 
sectors of the economy
– Also connect main sectors of the economy to creative resources
– May manage or broker creative services
– Demand for creative content on company websites is spurring in-house 
content producers, even whole news services in some sectors (such as 
financial sector and finance news)
– In addition to creative domain knowledge, this requires abilities in 
connecting the creative process to commercial outcomes such as product 
enhancement and business models.
4. The Conservators
– At first glance, a puzzling category, but these have real creative job content 
and are not a case of creatives working as waiters
– Publishing occupations are the most common category (30 per cent of 
total) and they perform a conserving and documenting role for many sectors
– Artist educators replicate and create knowledge in the community and 
shore up the educational pipeline of creatives
– Some surprising conjunctions are found, such as sculptors in construction, 
and research is needed to better describe this work, for example, five per cent 
of this category is coded as ‘Artists not elsewhere categorised’.
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Creative workers have three important 
roles: to offer points of difference that 
add value; to recognise and have an 
appetite for new things; and to enhance 
the generic absorption of creativity 
throughout companies. 
Carly Vidal-Wallace from Glitter and Dance 
(Brisbane), who supply dance fabric across 
Australia including to the Australian Ballet 
Company. Photo: Glitter and Dance.
So what?
Why are the three main quadrants of the creative workforce growing so strongly? 
Urban studies theorist Richard Florida’s highly criticised, and admittedly flawed 
theory of creative-class driven economic development, nevertheless, drew 
attention to the possibility that occupation codes—his measure of talent—might 
usefully be used as an input for predicting regional, in particular city, productivity. 
Underlying this was a belief that the creative class do something fundamentally 
transformative in the workplace.
A 2014 study by Jose Lobo, Charlotta Mellander, Kerin Stolarick and Deborah 
Strumsky finds evidence for why this might be. They set out to investigate 
the impact of inventiveness (patents) and education on regional productivity. 
However, they also included measures of the density of creative occupations in 
their model to examine the effect of creativity. Their results showed no relationship 
between inventiveness and productivity except through the moderating variable 
of technology, specifically technology concentration and diversity. Furthermore, 
they argue that ‘the most effective measure of regional inventive capacity, in terms 
of its effect on technology, productivity, and productivity growth is the share of 
the workforce engaged in creative activities’. They posit that it is the ability of an 
economy not to invent, but to deploy and adapt, that is essential to productivity. 
Creative workers therefore have three important roles:
– to offer points of difference that add value
– to recognise and have an appetite for new things
– to enhance the generic absorption of creativity throughout companies.
Enrica Moretti’s work on employment growth in the US presents a compatible 
picture. He shows that employment growth is related to ‘brain hub’ cities and 
these have a higher concentration of the creative class. Moreover, every creative-
class worker generates five services workers’ jobs in that hub.
This empirical picture is consonant with the view of innovation proposed by Stuart 
Cunningham, Jason Potts and their colleagues in various publications. They argue 
for a move away from thinking only of the creative industries—narrowly defined—
towards thinking of the creative economy as a set of innovation-enhancing 
processes involved in all industry sectors.
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In their contribution to The Handbook of Management and Creativity (2014), 
Greg Hearn and Ruth Bridgstock set out to explain why firms in all industries 
employ embedded creatives. They suggested that the resource-based view of firm 
competitiveness should be considered as an explanation. Jay Barney’s classical 
resource-based view suggests that competitiveness hinges on resources, such as 
physical resources, intangible intellectual property (IP) and inimitable knowledge. 
To be competitive, resources should be:
– valuable
– rare
– inimitable
– non-substitutable.
Ram Mudambi explained in 2008 that these creative resources and capacities 
are found both at the beginning of the value chain, in the form of R&D activities, 
including design; and through other forms of IP, such as creative copyrights, 
brands and sophisticated marketing systems at the consumer end of the 
value chain.
Given equal capital and tangible resources, firms seek to add scarcity and 
inimitability through the design of new intangible IP, as well as trademarking 
novel aesthetics in brand and packaging, which increase perceptions of value. For 
example, Gernot Grabher’s 2002 study of advertising agencies found an ecology 
that was driven by the imperative to produce unique and novel original solutions to 
problems. Another approach undertaken by Hearn and Bridgstock to explain why 
embedded creatives were employed was to review studies of outsourcing versus 
insourcing of creative services. Again, they found evidence that these decisions 
were affected by the competitive pressures that firms faced, as well as the nature 
of the task in terms of its demand for high-quality, novel solutions versus more 
pedestrian solutions.
Human capital theory shows how both core creative capabilities and industry 
relevance can be measured directly by wages, and that wages can be used as 
a measure of how valuable or productive a worker is to an organisation. Human 
capital research often partitions forms of human capital into task-specific, 
occupation-specific and industry-specific human capital. In 2008 and 2009 
Gueorgui Kambourov and Iourii Manovskii made a case for the importance of 
‘occupation-specific human capital’. They demonstrated that approximately five 
years of occupational tenure accounts for as much as a 20 per cent increase in 
wages, and moreover, that tenure with a particular employer does not add much 
to this. The expertise gained within a person’s occupation is empirically linked to 
how productive s/he is. For some occupations, like truck drivers, industry context 
is irrelevant to this effect. Other studies, such as that by Paul Sullivan, show that 
in some professional occupations both industry and occupation have an effect on 
wages. This research is very relevant to the quadrant of creative work presented 
in this paper (see Figure 5.3) and has implications for understanding career 
trajectories among the quadrants, as well as growth in the different quadrants. 
This is a critical finding for the idea of an embedded creative. For embedded 
workers, it is not solely their professional knowledge as a graphic designer or 
writer that matters; what also counts is their ability to apply it to the particular 
sector they work within.
Such findings suggest that much more attention needs to be paid to all four 
quadrants of creative work through descriptive accounts of the work and working 
conditions. This is not just because there are superficial differences across the 
quadrants (which there are). Rather, it is because the innovation dynamic and, 
hence, the precise reasons and mechanisms for engaging creative work, and the 
types of human capital involved, such as task, occupation and industry, are likely 
to be different in each case.
As I and my co-authors argue in Creative Work Beyond the Creative Industries: 
Innovation Education and Employment (2014):
…the context, conditions, contributions and education of creative labour 
cannot be fully understood by only referring to the cultural production 
sector….[and]….the dynamics of innovation in contemporary economies 
cannot be understood as deriving only from science and technology, but 
rather must include an understanding of the role played by those creative 
occupations that are engaged industrially.
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Conclusion
The CCI was established with two simple policy objectives. One was to assess 
anecdotal and boosterish claims about the growth rates of the creative industries 
in Australia, and hence, to measure the size of the creative industries’ contribution 
to gross domestic product (GDP). The other objective was to ascertain the 
contribution of the creative industries to employment. Preliminary research 
detailed by Stuart Cunningham and Peter Higgs in 2009 showed that the existing 
industrial classifications did not incorporate the terminology of the creative 
industries, nor did they disaggregate new categories of digital work such as 
making video games. However, it was discovered that occupational codes provided 
a much more fine-grained account of work, which enabled us to disaggregate 
and track economic activity that corresponded to creative industries terminology. 
Thus, we were able to track creative occupations right across the economy. This 
led to the surprising discovery that there were more creatives employed outside 
the creative industries than in it. Like information technology, creativity is an 
enabler in all sectors.
Our early research was often used by advocates of the creative sector, and 
worldwide there have been many attempts to support and develop the creative 
industries as a way of boosting jobs and GDP. The quadrant in Figure 5.3 shows 
that this effort has not been misplaced: even jobs in the cultural production 
heartland, often thought to be shrinking, are in fact growing slowly, and the 
creative services sector is seeing faster jobs growth than many employment 
categories. But growth rates are not everything: size matters too. In this regard, 
we should look to embedded occupations in other industry sectors as the next 
reframe for creative industries policy. Embedded occupations are great jobs for 
creatives, but, in addition, the employing organisations are great partners for 
creatives to have. In contrast with the creative business micro-sector, employers in 
non-creative industries are often large and stable organisations with deep pockets. 
As long as creatives continue to add value for such companies, the companies will 
be willing partners in the further development of creative sector jobs.
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Table 5.1 
The selection of creative occupations by sectors  
under the ANZSCO classification scheme 
(Adapted from: Andrews, Yeabsley, & Higgs 2009)
Creative segment
Creative occupation 
ANZSCO
Architecture, design and visual 
arts
Architect
Architectural draftsperson
Landscape architect
Urban and regional planner
Fashion designer
Industrial designer
Graphic designer
Interior designer
Photographer
Painter (visual arts)
Jeweller
Music and performing arts Musician (instrumental)
Singer
Arts administrator or manager
Actor
Dancer or choreographer
Entertainer or variety artist
Actors, dancers and other entertainers (NEC)*
Make up artist
Light technician
Sound technician
Performing arts technicians (NEC)
Film, radio and television Media producer (excluding video)
Radio presenter
Television presenter
Television journalist
Director (film, television, radio or stage)
Art director (film, television or stage)
Technical director
Film and video editor
Film, television, radio and stage directors (NEC)
Camera operator (film, television or video)
Production assistant (film, television, radio or 
stage)
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Creative segment
Creative occupation 
ANZSCO
Writing and publishing Author
Book or script editor
Proof reader
Print Journalist
Technical writer
Journalists and other writers (NEC)
Newspaper or periodical editor
Librarian
Library technician
Library assistant
Advertising and marketing Advertising and public relations manager
Copywriter
Marketing specialist
Advertising specialist
Software and digital content Web designer
Web developer
ICT business analyst
Systems analyst
Analyst programmer
Developer programmer
Software engineer
Software and applications programmers (NEC)
ICT quality assurance engineer
ICT systems test engineer
Web administrator
* ‘Not elsewhere classified’
Rebirth (2015), by Tanya Dyhin (Sydney), 
synthetic flowers and PVC, 80 x 60 x 60cm 
at the Redlands Konica Minolta Art Prize. 
Dyhin’s practice spans photomedia, sculpture 
and installation. Photo: Tanya Dyhin.
